
Deep Breath.



Breath fully in… hold a moment… and fully out…
(30-40 times)

Fully out… and relax… and hold…





https://www.moongiant.com/phase/today/





( habit or not )

Autonomous medicines
are SIMPLE, and
always at hand.



Autonomous

Medicine



"I could use a nice,
             loooooong walk."

"You know, what you
        need to do is…"

https://www.chrismarlerphotography.com/photo/walk-in-the-woods/



Deep Breath.
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Inipi frame at Daybreak Star Cultural Center / Joe Mabel





COLD BALANCE BREATH

FASTING MOVEMENT CARE



But first, we'll take a look at

                             The Wedge.
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"We aimed to [climb Mount Kilimanjaro] in under 30 
hours, without the normal acclimatization safety stops 
- which, I was told, would be a record. When I asked 
members of the US Army's environmental unit how 
they thought we would fare, they predicted that 75% 
of us would have so little oxygen in our blood that 
we'd have to abandon the effort.

A Dutch mountaineering association predicted we 
would all die. And that was before I told them that I'd 
be doing most of the trip shirtless.

Suffice it to say, the trip wasn't easy. At 12,000 feet, 
one woman in the group developed altitude sickness, 
and medics had to ferry her down the mountainside. 
At 15,000 feet, things got bad… the professional 
guides refused to follow because they said it was too 
dangerous…



"Instead of the five days it usually took to get to 
Gilman's Point, I stepped onto the zenith of a 
bare-chested sprint up Mount Kilimanjaro after just 28 
hours. Thirty-mile-an-hour winds screamed over my 
exposed skin and across the snow-swept ridgeline 
and echoed off the side of the glacier.

The picture of us… made headlines around the world. 
In it, I'm wearing only thin wind pants and a hat… 
Despite the freeze, I wasn't shivering. In fact, I felt 
almost warm….



"The trip wasn't supposed to be a 
reckless death-defying stunt; it was a 
calculated attempt to show the world 
how easily humans could adapt our 
physiologies to even the most 
challenging conditions.

We're all stronger than we think."



"When we relax in the cold, ramp up in the heat, find 
stillness in chaos and face the things that terrify us, 
we re-program our nervous systems with a new 
arsenal of responses...

The Wedge is a choice to separate 
stimulus from response.

Anything that you feel starts out as an impulse from 
the environment, and then your biology responds to it 
through nerve firings, hormonal release and mental 
patterns. The Wedge is the measure of control that we 
all have to insert choice into the space between 
sensation of the outside world and the physiological 
responses that it triggers.

The Wedge teaches us to use stimuli that trigger 
predictable nervous system responses and the yoke 
those responses to our conscious control."



The Wedge Cold Balance Breath Fasting Movement Care
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WARNING
DO NOT do full body cold immersion without a buddy.



Encouragement! :D
Have a buddy if you are doing full body cold 

immersion.



Encouragement! :D
Listen to your body - never force. 

Wim Hof



Cold exposure benefits
- Immune system toning
- Cardiovascular system toning
- Depression / anxiety reductions
- (Maybe) reduces oxidative stress
- Regulates blood sugar levels

Cold deficiency syndrome, maybe?

Are these benefits of cold exposure, or simply undoing harm from the unnatural 
lack of environmental exposure?



Cold exposure exercises
Use the Wedge to take slow, even breaths. Stay calm - you aren't dying!

- Cold shower, the easy way:
- Turn water cold after taking a normal hot shower. The higher the pressure the more intense.
- Shower after breatholding - high CO2 levels reduces sensation of pain
- !!!!!! DO NOT HOLD YOUR BREATH WHILE IN THE SHOWER !!!!!

- Cold shower, the hard way:
- Turn on the cold water and go for it!

- Hand / foot training:
- Put hand / foot in bowl of ice cold water for up to 2 minutes
- Pay attention to your body and don't force - build your capacity slowly
- Remove your hand / foot after you feel acclimated, or when it is too much to bear.
- Be smart, don't force!!



Cold exposure exercises
Use the Wedge to take slow, even breaths. Stay calm - you aren't dying!

- Take an ice bath
- This is an awesome, ADVANCED practice after you are fluent with cold showers.

- Polar bear swim

- Make a snow angel in your swimsuit.
- This isn't as hard as it sounds but comes with major grit-cred.

- Skip the jacket on a cold day
- Watch out for hypothermia!
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WARNING
DO NOT do breathwork IN THE WATER!

(unless you have trustworthy help who understands the risks.)



WARNING
DO NOT do breathwork WHEN DRIVING!

Please don't!



Encouragement! :D
Do breathwork where it would be safe to faint.



Encouragement! :D
Listen to your body - never force. 

Wim Hof



Basic breath dynamics...
- Inhaling puts on the gas, exhaling lets us coast.

- Aggressive inhalation amps us up, calm breathing and sloooow exhale is calming.

- Nitrous oxide is produced in the nose
- Humming can increase it 15-20 times!?
- NO is a bronchodilator
- NO is a vasodilator
- May have antiviral, antifungal, and antibacterial action

- More ventilation means less CO2, more Oxygen
- Less ventilation means more CO2, less Oxygen
- We can only feel CO2 levels - we cannot feel Oxygen levels!

- Climbing CO2 triggers very deep instinct to breathe… and to panic.
- We can develop a tolerance to CO2
- Low levels of O2 can cause us to pass out (then naturally start breathing)



Breath exercises
- Nose breathing!!
- Diaphragm breathing (aka belly breathing)
- Slow number breathing… like 4-7-8, or square breathing.
- Hyperventilation
- Breath holding
- Wim Hof sets

- Hyperventilation
- Breath hold till urge to breath (lungs relaxed empty, or full)
- Very short full long breath hold
- … repeat 3-4 times
- As many pushups as possible with empty lungs.

- DMT breathing (amazing, but danger danger!)
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https://thefoodellers.com/en/intermittent-fasting-guide-beginners



"The real discomfort isn't hunger. It's from the pain that we hide from by eating."

Chris Cochran



Just do it! (kinda)



Fasting long is safe, but it is hard.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5819235/



https://www.karger.com/Article/FullText/357602







Easy mode: Intermittent fasting
- Window of eating: For 8 hours, don't eat before 11 or after 7
- Intermittent days: Don't eat on Sunday





Most extreme: Long water fast
- Clear any concerns with a COMPETENT doctor.
- Carefully consider addictions before beginning (coffee, alcohol, food).
- Eat a simple, easy-to-digest dinner and begin.
- Hydrate adequately - take electrolytes of some kind if any concerns.
- Don't eat anything for at least 2-3 days. This is the hard part.

- Consider a non-purist fast - a couple eggs and warm drink in the am.
- Break the fast gently, with cooked veggies.



"The real discomfort isn't hunger. It's from the pain that we hide from by eating."

Chris Cochran
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Encouragement! :D
Listen to your body, and don't force.

Take it slow, let movement grow.



Principles for growing mobility (control over broad range of motion)

- Strengthen neural connections
- Build strength
- Increase flexibility

How?
- RESETS
- Discover good body position
- Move slowly enough to be in control
- Use your sense of balance
- Move in diverse ways
- Stretch yourself in real movements… just a teensy bit!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oujg2tCi9ho


5 big resets (following infant development)

- Diaphragm breathing
- Head control (nodding)
- Rolling
- Rocking
- Crawling / cross crawling / walking



Sneaky resets
- Breathing
- Stand on one foot to tie your shoes
- Sit and stand without using momentum
- Walk and climb stairs smoothly
- Hinge to pick things up
- Squat to work on the floor

Overall… aim for fluid, controlled movement *all the time*.



"Primal movement" (sorry about the genre's style!)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9c3UIY7yd8


Posture



Encouragement! :D
Listen to your body, and don't force.

Take it slow, let movement grow.





Lol. Sigh.



https://www.megancox.com/blogsource/2015/07/esther-gokhales-five-tips-for-better.html



Standing https://gokhalemethod.com/blog/57382
https://gokhalemethod.com/blog/67615



Hinging https://gokhalemethod.com/blog/63288



Squatting https://gokhalemethod.com/blog/67615
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Nocebo
Fortunately we can learn to skip this one...



"One article that reviewed 31 studies on nocebo 
effects reported a wide range of symptoms that 
could manifest as nocebo effects including nausea, 
stomach pains, itching, bloating, depression, sleep 
problems, loss of appetite, sexual dysfunction and 
severe hypotension."

                      … Oh.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nocebo



Placebo
This one is better… kinda…



"Placebo Domino in regione vivorum"



Perkin's Tractors. YIKES. 😳😳😳







We know that, in Paris, fashion imposes its dictates on medicine just as it does with 
everything else. Well, at one time, pyramidal elm bark had a great reputation; it was taken 
as a powder, as an extract, as an elixir, even in baths. It was good for the nerves, the 
chest, the stomach — what can I say? — it was a true panacea. At the peak of the fad, 
one of Bouvard’s [sic] patients asked him if it might not be a good idea to take some: 
"Take it, Madame", he replied, "and hurry up while it [still] cures." [dépêchez-vous pendant 
qu’elle guérit]

— Gaston de Lévis quoting Michel-Philippe Bouvart in the 1780s[86]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel-Philippe_Bouvart

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Marc_Gaston_de_L%C3%A9vis,_Duke_of_L%C3%A9vis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel-Philippe_Bouvart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Placebo#cite_note-levis-86


It's all… fake?? :(
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Placebo
Knowledge of care.



What are symptoms good for? How are they adaptive?

- Symptoms give us cues to care.



When are symptoms maladaptive?
- If we are in a context where we can't listen to them… pointless pain.
- If they yell too loud and cause direct damage
- If they yell too loud and cause secondary damage



Scientific evidence for Knowledge of Care impacts:
Pain

Inflammation

Blood pressure

Post-prandial blood sugar levels (?)

Cancer (symptomatic relief, but no discovered impact on tumors)





How do we relate to knowledge of care?
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"I could use a nice,
             loooooong walk."

"You know, what you
        need to do is…"

https://www.chrismarlerphotography.com/photo/walk-in-the-woods/



Thank you.

♥ 


